We present a mathematical model to explain why humans are better in estimating TTC for transversal motion than for head-on motion.
Introduction

In everyday life, there are many situations that require us to either avoid or intercept a moving object, even when they are not continuously in view. These objects may be on a collision path with the observers (head-on motion) or not, such as when they pass from one side to the other in front of the observer (lateral motion). Examples of head-on motion include hitting or catching a ball or driving in a street alongside other vehicles, while confronting vehicles when crossing a street is an example of transversal motion. Estimation of time to contact (TTC), which is the time it takes for an object to reach an observer or a particular place, is critical in these situations. During the past decades, several studies have been conducted to understand different aspects of time to contact estimation processes in humans and animals. However, there are still many unanswered questions. One of these questions is what causes the difference between TTC estimation for head-on versus transversal motions. In this study, we first conducted a simple experiment in a 3D environment to examine different aspects of TTC estimation in head-on and transversal motions. We then used a mathematical model to explain the results. The ratio of an object's size to its rate of expansion, called tau, is proposed as a prominent source of information for TTC judgments
.
=
Equation 1
While this provides a reliable judgment of TTC in many situations, it has been shown that a number of additional sources of information are used by the observers, such as luminance of the object, the angular gap between the object's current position and its final destination, and binocular disparity [4] [5] [6] [7] . Different mathematical models were proposed for TTC computing. An extension of the tau formula, termed 'tau-margin' was formulated to encompass changes in both angular size (looming), , and the angular gap size, (see Figure 1 ) [8] . According to this formula, time-toarrival can be specified as:
This is a general equation that simplifies to the TTC condition as proposed by [1] 
when the object moves on a trajectory ( = 0), and to the simple 2D gap closure condition when the object does not expand ( = 0). It has been shown that observers are sensitive to the combination of these optical variables ( and )
, though with unequal weighting [9] . Also, it was found that observers are sensitive to both the expansion and orientation components of object motion trajectories, including observer self-motion [3, 10] . The formulation of tau is based on a first-order description of object velocity and thus does not consider accelerations. It has been shown that observers perform interceptive actions based on only the linear estimate of tau, even when confronted with accelerating objects [11] . Furthermore, it has been shown that observers are generally poor at accounting for accelerations [12] . A similar result was reported in another TTC estimation study, in which the object moved in depth but not on a collision path to the observer (transversal motion) [13, 14] 
Transversal motion experiment
In this experiment, time-to-contact (TTC) estimates for a target car (3 cm length, 1.3 cm width, 1.1 cm height) moving at constant speed in frontoparallel plane from right to left were obtained using a prediction motion (PM) task (see [24] Table 1 . Table 2 . Figure 4(c,d) 
head-on motion experiment
Results
First
Also, a one-way ANOVA on the all response times in Transversal motion experiment and headon motion experiment showed that the difference between estimated response times in these two experiments was significant (p(1,119)<0.001). This can be observed in
where [18, 21, 22, 25, 26] 
TTCE (estimated TTC) is the time between the disappearance of the target car and the observer's response, and TTCA (actual TTC) is the actual time between the disappearance of the target car and when it would have reached the finish line. Consistent with the pattern of results reported in previous studies
, accuracy of the responses decreases with larger TTCs (Figure 4(e)). In other words, increasing the actual TTC results in increasing error in TTC estimation. A three-way ANOVA was conducted on the Error values of all participants to examine the effect of the experiment type, the speed of the target car and the distance between the observation point and contact point on TTC estimation. Experiment types included two groups (transversal and head-on), the speed of the target car consisted of three levels (3 cm/s, 4.5 cm/s, 6 cm/s), and the distance between the observation point and contact point (the point that the target car reaches the finish line) included three levels (0 cm, 3 cm, 6 cm). In all cases, the differences
Equation 12
It is obvious that the visual angle increases as the object moves towards the observer. Therefore,
meaning that the rate of change in view angle is not constant when the object approaches the observer or moves away from him/her. As the object moves towards the observer, the angular velocity increases and the observer perceives an accelerated movement, while in the transversal motion, the observer perceives a constant angular velocity. Humans can perceive that an object moves at a non-constant speed, but they are not able to estimate the acceleration value in moving visual stimuli [27, 28] [29] . Consider an object moving in parallel trajectories from right to left (gray circles in Figure 5(c,d) ), while an observer (white circles in Figure 5(c,d) ), tracks their movements. For equal angular velocities, the farther object must move at a higher velocity than the nearer object ( Figure 5(c) 
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